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Pilatus AL
EL Shakhyr x Amora Al Kariim
Brazilian National Champion Young Colt

Zara El Shakhyr AL
(El Shakhyr x Khidara RLC by *Khidar
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Flymetothemoon AL
(El Shakhyr x Kyra K by Nijinski K)
Brazilian National Show
First Place Junior Jr Filly Class

Shawn El Shakhyr AL
(El Shakhyr x Vulcana AL by Vulcano HVP)
Breeeders’ Cup 2014 - Top Ten
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Shakhyra Arabco
(El Shakhyr x *Tamina PCF by PCF Vision)
Champion Junior Filly - Araxá Show - Brazil

Apolo HWM
(El Shakhyr x Yasmin HWM by *Legacy of Fame)
owner: Eduardo Correa Fazoli

Brazilian National Reserve Champion Junior Colt
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Sheik Shakhyr HVP
(El Shakhyr x *Angel of Marwan by Marwan Al Shaqab)
Champion Junior Colt Gold – Campo Grande Show - Brazil

Ravel AL
(El Shakhyr x Vulcana AL by Vulcano HVP)
Brazilian National Show Second Place

MARWAN AL SHAQAB

GAZAL AL SHAQAB
LITTLE LIZA FAME

*FA EL SHAWAN
FOXBRIAR SHAKITA

RYAD EL JAMAAL

ZT SHAKFANTASY
SELKET MIRROR
*ALI JAMAAL
ROXANA ELSHAKLAN

MADINAH VAN RYAD
*BREZE

NUGAD
MS BATISTA

The Great Grey
Perhaps this has been partnership pool of the youngest

colt ever made in Brazil.

When he was only a month old friends Bolivar Figueire-

do and Reinaldo Rocha Leão discovered EL SHAKHYR

and felt, at the same moment, that in front of them there
was a very special colt.

The EL SHAKHIR POOL was immediately formed,

originally with some other horse breeders, but Haras

Canaã, owned by Abel Leopoldino remained until to-

day with very impressive results for his stud. Currently,

Arabco, Canaã, Vila dos Pinheiros e Platina Studs are

the current happy owners of this magnificent stallion,
making a top quality team for his promotion.

With only 10 months of age he already was awarded

National Champion Junior and in the following year became Brazil’s National Bi-Champion.

El Shakhyr

With a solid track career at that time, the owners needed

to test his reproductive abilities and put their best mares

for this young stallion. In addition, several other breeders
bought their cover rights and did the same. One of the re-

sulting foals was the Reserve National Champion Apolo
HWM (EL SHAKHYR X Yasmin HWM).

Sylvio Barbosa, from the Arabco Stud managed to pro-

duce a beautiful chestnut lly who was Junior Champion
at Araxa Show and well commented by all who knew her,

and follows its trajectory on the track this year. Sylvio
is preparing for the next season a signicant amount of
mares to be covered by EL SHAKHYR.

Jaime Pinheiro, also putting several of its special fe-

males to be bred to El SHAKHYR has obtained very good

results as the foal Sheik Shakhyr HVP (EL SHAKHYR
X *Angel of Marwan), Junior Gold Champion at Expo
Campo Grande.

El Shakhyr with two years old
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Haras Canaã has, by its turn, has already got some awarded

The very EL SHAKHYR was two times Brazilian Na-

products in national shows as Pilaus El Shakhyr, Brazilian

tional Champion, always competing with the best horses

in The Brazilian Nationals and one of the most commented

offspring is beginning to do the same success careers. They

National Champion Colt and Flymetothemoon AL, rst place

llies in that show. Today, Flymetothemoon is part of the very
selected female team of Haras Canaã, which has ve other

young mares daughters of EL SHAKHIR. Besides these, a

special one, who’s got the 4th place among all the animals of
the Breeders Cup: SHAWN El Shakhyr (EL SHAKHYR X

Vulcan AL), a wonderful dark gray lly that also make up the
top female team of Haras Canaã’s headquarters.

of his generation and demonstrated on the track what his
like to present themselves with great drive and motion in the

showring, with their high tail lift, long and arched necks and
beautiful heads! Progeny of EL SHAKHYR is very uniform
and have the best characteristics of the true Arabian horse.

Looking back, the members of the El SHAKHYR Group

remember their objectives when they came together:

Jaime Pinheiro is succinct: “I was looking for a new sire

EL SHAKHYR comes from one of the most important

to bring to my stud that I knew would be an impressive in-

mother is the daughter of world famous, father of cham-

saw EL SHAKHYR, I was sure I had made the right choice.”

blood strains in Brazil and the world. In his low line, his
pions, Ryad El Jamaal. His high line needs no further

dividual, and would be able to breed that quality on. When I
“The pedigree and conformation, the beauty, the move-

comments: EL SHAKHYR is the son of the unforgettable

ment”, says Sylvio Barbosa. “In particular as well, he had

champion, FA El Shawan.

beauty, and EL SHAKHYR satised that requirement. I was

four-time Brazilian National Champion and also Las Vegas

been on the lookout for an infusion of Egyptian-based
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looking for Marwan Al Shaqab blood too,

and EL SHAKHYR has received Marwan’s
best qualities, and beyond that, he has an

exceptional show presentation. All these
reasons had an effect on our decision to
purchase him.”

“At that time, we were mating our mares,

whose pedigrees were predominantly Egyp-

tian, to three of the leading stallions in our
country, which were FA El Shawan, Vul-

cano HVP and Nuzyr HCF,” recalls Abel

Terrugi Leopoldino. “The promising foals
from these crosses led us to think about

buying a colt that could complement them.

The lineage of Marwan Al Shaqab, offered
a way of establishing further Arabian type,

National Champion
“He looks a lot like his father,” agrees Rodolfo Guzzo. “EL SHAKHYR is

emphasizing attitude and movement without

a beautiful horse, and he shows beautifully, with neck and expression. He’s

SHAKHYR, fulll these expectations.”

body, the movement. His movement is powerful, and he really uses the knees

losing the harmony of the body and legs. EL
“This horse has perfect conformation,”

Bolivar Figueiredo says. “He has an in-

credible body—a strong back, and at the
same time, a good neck. He has special
legs, very correct. With all this, he can

very well balanced, and that’s what I like about him—the conformation, the
and the back legs; he’s not just bouncing around.” Now, having seen the EL
SHAKHYR babies, he adds, “But I think that because he has lots of pretty in
the pedigree, the babies are better than he is himself.”

The owners are already preparing some of his progeny for the Brazilian

Nationals and the rst exhibitions next year, and for the quality of these

move very, very nicely. And he is a beauti-

young products, the results promise to be really good.

for the show, he acts like ‘I am the king.’

following his career in the US, along with some of his offspring, says Abel

ful show horse. When he goes to the arena
He knows that.”

Daniela and Silvinho Barbosa
Arabco

Now, we are seeking other goals for EL SHAKHYR with the possibility of

Leopoldino.

Noélia and Jaime Pinheiro
Vila dos Pinheiros

Eliana and Abel Leopoldino
Canaã

Cyntia Tirolli and
Bolivar Figueiredo
Platina

manager: Bolivar Figueiredo - bolivarsahinco@gmail.com - (55 11) 97337-8696
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